plain the different protocols and system architecture. They are described in detail in
[5,6].The appearing of network servers like named above is comrnon in both architectures. In H.323 they are called Gatekeeper or Gateways. Proxy Server, Redirect Server,
Registrars arid Gateways are satisfjmg almost the Same tasks in the IETF architecture.

2.3 Characteristics of IP-Telephony
The risk to be attacked using P-Telephony Inhstructure is higher than using PSTNs
for a telephone call due to the differentes of underlying networks and system architecture :

-

For IP-Telephony signaling, the Same P-Network as for audio transmission is used.
This increases the options for fiaud, because a user can maybe forge signaling informations like P-addresses or user-Ds.
- P-Telephony network elements are configured via the IP-Network in contrast to the
PSTN, where the network servers are managed centrally. So, in P-Telephony, these
elements are accessible for users (and attackers) and have to be secured.
- In P-Telephony, more functions are located in the decentral end-systems and network servers. This results in a higher effort to administrate these systems in a secure
way and to achieve a high security level, than in an enviroment, where function is.
provided more centralized.
- In IP-Networks, mechanisms, to access data on different nodes of the network and
to use them remote by the users (andpossibly attackers) of the network, are available
in general. Vulnerabilities of 1P-Networks and end-systems (operating systems) are
docurnented and people are more skilled with this. This increases the risk of an attack.
- Tapping in PSTNs is difficult, since the attacker needs a physical access to the wire
the audio is transmitted. In an IP-Network the attacker only needs physical access to
the network anywhere, when he gets logical access to a router or network server on
the route from endpoint to endpoint.
Most of the end systems in IP-Telephony are computers, whichuse and ~rovidegeneral network services in addition to telephony specific services. These computers
and sewices can be attacked and can be used to compromise the entire telephone
systern.
Ln this work we only look at P-Telephony related risks in depth and not at the risks of
general network services or risk resulting by intcgration of new IP-Telephony services
in existing IP-Networks.

-

2.4 Attacks on the basic Services
We show in the following some different workable attacks on the three basic tasks defmed above, to clarifi the listed risks.
Eavesdropping with a packet sniffer is the simplest attack on the transmission service
in a non switched network. The attacker can listen the conversation. This attack can be
done by everyone who has access to a general network node on the way from end system to end system. These can also be P-Telephony related network servers like proxies
or gateways, whose providers rnaybe can not be trusted.

Attackr on the signaling service can be used to fraud attacks. The caller L
D or called
ID can be changed and the attacker can use services he is not authorized to or without
payment, when the service is with costs, for example. The signaling servers like gatekeepers or proxies and redirect servers can be attacked also. An invader can change the
entries in the database for instance, so that aii calls are rejected or forwarded to his own
voice mail box. This can be done by direct access on the systems, which is not part of
this work, or by sending a forged request to the signaIing server. Traffic analysis is an
other bind of attacks. It can be realized by eavesdropping the signaling infomtions.
Especially service providers may not ignore this problems due of legal regulations.
Attach an the operational services can result in wong accounting, no provisioning of services an so on. They can be done on the one hand by direct attacks on the systerns, these,services are located on, or, on the other hand, by forged confrguration or
management commands in the Same way.
Additionaiiy, general network attackr, which are not especially IP-Telephony related, can be used. Such attacks are name server attacks or denial of service attacks for
exarnple.
2.5 Required Security Services
Five different security services are distinguished in principle. We are using the X.800
secwity services defmed in [7] for future use. These are authentication, access control,
confidentidity, integrity and non-repudiation. Thcy are necessq for the P-Telephony
tasks transmission, signaling, operation and other not especially IP-Telephony related
services in principle. We illustrate how these essential services are used for P-Telephony, to figure out which services are essential.
Communicationsecurity is the part of security, t h s work is related with. It includes
all security mechanisms which have to be integrated in the IP-Telephony specific protocol stack for signaling and transmission. Encryption of voice data respectively RTPStreams and some sigrialing information is necessary for confidentiality. Encryption of
voice data protects against some attacks on the transmission service. Authorizahon of
service users, especially callers, has also tobe part of signaluig. It protects for misusing
services. Authentication is a elementary requirement. Different kinds of authentication
(end-system to end-system, end-system to network-system, network-system to network-system and hop by hop authentication) are needed. Hop by hop authentication is
necessary, because a call can be forwarded via different domains with not trusted proxies or gatekeepers. End-system to network-system authentication is used, when an endsystem registers at a network-system. Caller ID,Called ID and "who we thought we are
caiiingw-Dare the infonnations that have to be authenticated at least. Authentication
protects from many attacks on signaling and operational services.

It is not possible to descnbe all security requirements in detail in this work. In addition to the above categories, the following table shows an executive Summary of the
requirements, whereby the essential requirements are marked in grey.
Table 1: Security requirements for basic IP-Telephony tasks

Key management is not a fundamental security requirement, but it is nccessary for
many cryptographic security mechanisms, used to ensure the other requirements. So, it
is part of the table, though it is not clear, whether it is part of the P-Telephony specific
signaling itself or part of an extemal key exchange protocol.
Other security aspects has to be observed by manufactures and System admitustra-,
tors, using P-Telephony solutions in addition to the communication security. We mention it in this work, because it is also essential form a security view.
Systems security Covers well known requirements. Many manufacturers are developing new end systems like P-Phones and network Servers like Gatekeepers and Gateways. They can be combined with existing PBXs mostly. They are integrated in the corporate IP-Network on the other hand, since they are spccialized Computers in a distributed heterogeneous environment. The sarne security requirements have to be achieved
for these systems like for existing Computer systems and applications. Our observations

fiom a big field trial[8] are, that rnany systems unfortunately do not meet the req<irements. We will present our results after the vendors had time to fix the problems in detail.
The support of additional telephony services in an IP-Network should not result in
new security risks for the environment,the IP-Telephony systems are integrated in. This
can not be guaranteed in any case, because many existing security mechanisms are not
designed for supporiing IP-Telephonycommunication. The access from and to a corporate IP network is controlled via a fuewall for example. Firewalls do often network address translation in addition. Both, existing firewall mechanisms like packet filters or
proxies and network address translation, represent a problem for P-Telephony protocols vice versa. T h s problem is described in [9]in detail. To enable IP-Telephony over
existing fuewalls, the security level has to be reduced in many cases. Therefore, new
approachts for fuewali architectures, as descnbed in[lO], or the support of fuewalls by
the P-Telephony protocols, are necessary. The IETF SIP Working Group has addressed this problem as Open task. First starting points are described in [l 1,121.
Laws and regulations have to be observed at the end. This leads to new requirements which are sometirnes contradictionaryto Users requirements. For example lawful
. interception is a must in many cases.

2.6 Evaluation Cnteria for Security Mechanisms
Many cryptographic mechanisms do exist. They are solving most requirernents in principle, but not every solution can be used in every Scenario. At this point, we list different
criteria to evaluate the different mechanisms:
- Quality of Service is a major concem for realtime P-Telephony services. It must
match or exceed that of PSTNs [13]. Different measures should be considered.
The call setup delay is one significant aspect. The integration of cryPtographic
mechanisms can result in a bigger delay, especially if public-key mechanisms are
used. The work overhead per sending and receiving packet for encryption and decryption is an other criteria. Asymmetrie encryption of the coded audio data can not
be done in realtirne by simple end-systems. The bandwidth overhead, incurred by
inflating the data packets via cryptographic transforrnations, should also be considered fiom the communication network point of view.
- Scalability is the second major concem. For cornmercial use, the implemented
mechanisms have to work in large environments and not only in a testbed Scalability can be obsewed on the different levels. The verification of a certificate or the
number of different domains are examples.
- A precondition for choosing mechanisms is the general availability and operationality of the infrastructure, used by the cryptographic mechanisrns inside the IP-Telephony protocols. Per-user public keys and the integration of Cemfication Authorities in the architecture are necessary for using public key mechanisrns for example.
An other example is the broad implementation of IPSec if it should be used.
- Reliability of security mechanisms is a füriher criteria. No Single point of failure
may exist.

- The grade of security-the mechanisms provide is an other criteria. A reasonable
grade has to be choosen. But, it is difficult to quantify the degree of security. For
algorithms for exarnple it depends on how hard they are to break [14].
The evaluation of security mechamsrns is a difficult tasks, because all aspects do not
have to be considered isolated. It is only necessary to address this task for the purpose
of this Paper.

3 Security Mechanisms in IP-Telephony Standards

the negotiation of the necessary parameten. Hop by hop authentication is providedby
using this mechanisms only. End to end authentication is not provided.
In H.235 two security profiles are defmed. The simple security profile and thc slignature profile. Both profiles do not Cover the confidentiality of the signaling inforr$ation, except using TLS or IPSec. The key management is part of the profiles. The exchange of certificates and a ~ i f f i Heilmann
e
key exchange are supported. But the e y
management only covers the exchange of certificates, not the criteria by whch they are
I
mutually verified and accepted.
I
I

I

I

Security mechanisms have to be part of the P-Telephony standards due to meet the
mentioned requirements and to achieve compatibility and operability between different
IP-Telephony systems. We will describe where security is part of the standards and
show where the requirements are r e a h d in the following section. Our focus is on the
main security requirements marked in Table 1.
3.1 Transmission Services

Confidentiality of the media streams is the primary requirement for transmission services. RTP [15) and RTCP are the underlying protocols used for transmission services in
both IETF and ITU architecture. To realize confidentiality, the data streams have to be
encrypted. This can be done after coding and segrnenting the data by the sender. The
encrypted Segments can be sent as RTP data units and decrypted by the receiver. The
RTP-Headers are not encrypted. The use of symmetric encryption is necessary, due to
the bad performance of asymmetric encryption. The ITU suggests the encryption of the
media streams in this way in H.235[16]. The encryption capabilities of the systems can
be negotiated during signaling. DES, Triple DES and RC2 are intended as encryption
algorithms. SIP covers only the signaling, but the encryption of the media streams is
possible in the Same way. RTCP security is not done so far.
The use of symmetric encryption results in the necessity, to exchange session keys
between the Partners. The key management is not part of the transmission service (RTP)
itself. It is part of the H.245 signahg in the ITU world and not .defined in SIP. So the
key management has to be Part of the SIP message body.
3.2 Signaling Services
Authentication, confidentiality and in addition key management are the two rnajor security requirements for signaling. The realisation of this security services differs in the
two approaches.
ITU H.235. Recommendation H.235 retains the security aspects within the H.323 protocol family. Authentication and call authorization is necessaryly done during call establishment and sometimes before the call is accepted. TLS [I71 or IPSec [18] on transport or network layer are the only possibilities to realize this. Authentication of users is
supported during call control. It is done either during the initial call connection in the
process of securing the signaling-channel (H.245) by support of challenge response
mechanisms or by exchanging certificates on tbe H.245 channel. H.245 [19] supports

SIP. Security support is inside the S i P protocol. There is a hard discussion about wuch
problems should be solved in the Working Group actually. From this, we can only deI
scribe the existing RFC.
SIP requests may be authenticated using the Auihonzation header field to includ; a
digital signature of certain header fields, the request method and version number ahd
the payload. For authentication PGP or HlTi' authentication are intended. Not all hea9er fields can be authenticated, because they have to be changed possibly by proxies. So,
end to end authentication is not achieved completely. On the other hand, h ~ ~ - b ~
authentication can be provided. It is not specified which mechanism should bc used On
I
the underlying layers. IPSec and TLS are discussed.
I
SIP supports three complementary form of encryption to protect confidentialiy.
End-to-end encryption of the SIP message body and certain sensitive header fields; hopby-hop encryption to prevent eavesdropping that hacks who is calling whom; hop-byhop encryption of Via fields to hide the route a request has taken. Not all header fiel+
can be encrypted because they are used for call routing. Additionall~SIP requests and
responses may also be protected by security mcchanisms at the transport or network layer, maybe iPSec or TLS. The specification of using a particular mechanism is not p@
I
of S&P signaling. It has to be specified outside of the signaling.
I
I
I

3.3 Operational Services
I
Many differentprotocols have to be surveyed for securing ~perationalservices. The s4curity requirements are strongly related to systems security most times, if the services
are maintained and configured by closed groups, e.g. by the providers of the Service$.
This is in contrast to the management of signaling infomIati0n. In this case, well kno*
mechanisms for authentication and authorization can be used. Due to this characteristib,
I
we will not focus the operational aspects so far.
I
3.4 Summary

I

The major security requirements are covered in the standardizationefforts, as s h o w in
Table 2. Many additional requirements, like non repudiation, are not perfomed. ~ v e d
tually, this prevents the evaluation of new cornmercial services. An other disadvantagt
is the use of mechanisms which are not spreaded, like PSec or the use of public key
certificates. We do not believe, that every User of an IP-Phone holds a public key Cer+
tificate. Also, some other criteria we defmed, are not accomplished. The verification o i
certificates during call establisbment grows up the setup delay. Also, such mechanisd

maybe do not scale in large environments. The evaluation of the mechanisms in detail
by using the criteria listed above, is for fuhue work.
Table 2: Security support in the IP-Telephony protocols

Signaling

Signaling

Transmission

Transmission

ITU

IETF (SIP)

ITU (H.235)

IETF (SIP)

end to end
apart from
some header
fields;
hop by holJ by
TLS or IPSec

not supported

not supported

(H.323)
Authenticationf
Integrity

hop by hop
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Non-Repudiation

Part of signature
security
profile

not supported

not supported

not supported

Confidentiality

only by
TLS or
IPSec

end to end
apart from
some header
fields;
hop by hop by
TLS or IPSec

end to end
RTP encryption

end to end
RTP encryption

Access Control

not supported

by authentication of SIP
requests

not supported

not supported

Key Management

different
mechanisms

not defined

part of H.245
signaling

part of SIP
message body

4 Conclusion and future work
P-Telephony Security was given less or no attention in recent years. Nowadays, when
IP-Telephony becomes a cornrnercial available Service and many vendors implement
systems, it is necessary to support security mechanisms by the protocols and to build
secure systems and applications. This demand is recognized by the standardization bodies during the last months. ETSI-TIPHON has founded a new working group "TIPHON
Security" at End of 1999 [20]. The IETF-SIP Working Group has Consensus to make
security a WG effort. A n informal design team has the goal, to clariEy the SIP specifi...
--J *- A--c"hip
n t - c t ; ~
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for
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with other secunty systems. The discussion started at the 47th IETF meeting in March
2000 [21].
Much work has to be done, we think. Especially, many security mechanisms, which
are discussed in the different groups, like IPSec, are not in widespread use. Additionally, it is insufficient to define the Standards, they have to be implemented. No commercial irnplementation, supporting confidentiality of transmission, exists to our knowledge. It is useful to point out the security aspects. Therefore, we give a review of the
different requirements, evaluation critena and standardization efforts in this Paper. Our
main focus of future work will be on integration of authentication mechanisms in signaling protocols, systems vulnerability and fuewall mechanisms for multimedia communication in general.
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